
 

 

This Stinks! 
Made by Joanne Cantrell, Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator  
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Supplies: 

 Stamp Sets: Foxy Friends* (141549); Here For You (141541/141164) 

 Paper: Basic Black Cardstock (121045), Whisper White Cardstock (100730)  

 Inks: Tuxedo Black Memento Pad (132708) 

 Adhesives: Dimensionals (104430), SNAIL Adhesive (104332), Fine Tip Glue Pen (138309) 

 Other:  Layering Squares Framelits (141708), Fox Builder Punch* (141470), Paper Snips (103579) 

 *Bundles:  Foxy Bundle (142326) includes Foxy Friends Stamp Set and Fox Builder Punch 

 

Measurements:     

 Black:  4-1/4” x 5-1/2” base-portrait; 3-1/4” x 3-1/4” layer; 3-1/8” x 3-1/8” layer;  1” x 3-1/4” layer;     
3” x 3-1/4” skunk 

 White: 4” x 5-1/4” layer (cut 2); 3-1/8” x 3-1/8” layer; 3/4” x 3-1/8” layer; 3” x 3-1/4” skunk 

 

  



Instructions:  

1. Cut all layers and pieces according to the measurements above. 

2. On one of the large white layers, use black ink to stamp mushrooms in lower right corner and the 
sentiment centered near the top.  Adhere the layer to inside of card using SNAIL.  

3. Use black ink to stamp sentiment to smallest white layer.  Use SNAIL to attach this layer to the smallest 
black layer. 

4. Use punch to punch skunk parts from both white and black cardstock.  Trim the white tail in half using 
snips. Trim down white body piece to fit on black body as belly fur. In black ink, stamp nose and eyes 
onto white face piece.  Use fine tip glue to create skunk from pieces.  Use the above photo as a guide. 

5. Use 3” scallop layering square and 2-3/8” layering square to create a frame form the 3-1/8” x 3-1/8” 
black piece. 

6. Use SNAIL to attach white 3-1/8” layer to black 3-1/4” layer.  Use  half-Dimensionals to attach 
scalloped frame to this layer.  Use Dimensionals to attach skunk to center of layer.  His tail should be 
over top of frame, if necessary. 

7. Use SNAIL to attach large white layer to front of card base.  Attach skunk layer to card front using 
SNAIL.  Use Dimensionals to attach sentiment to card front below skunk as shown in photo above. 


